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Privileged Fat Cats Killing Threatened Big Cats:  

Undercover investigation of Safari Club International one year after Cecil 

scandal exposes a subculture bent on killing world’s rarest animals 

 
An undercover investigation of Safari Club International’s 2016 annual convention held in Las 

Vegas reveals that the trophy hunting organization supports selling off the world’s most 

threatened animals for trophy hunters to kill around the world. Major names in American 

businesses – including David Cote, chairman and CEO of Honeywell International, Inc., Jimmy 

John Liautaud, CEO of Jimmy Johns Gourmet Sandwiches, and Flagstar Bank (one of the 

nation’s largest mortgage-lending companies) founder Thomas J. Hammond - are part of the 

global animal-killing enterprise, with hunting outfitters and the Safari Club International cashing 

in on the enthusiasm for the killing sprees.  

More than half of SCI’s annual revenue - $14.7 million, in the form of tax-exempt gifts – is 

generated during the week-long trade show. Undercover cameras captured discussions that the 

trophy hunting operators exhibiting at the convention wouldn’t want the public to see, especially 

not now that their “business” is under extreme public scrutiny following the killing of Cecil the 

lion in Zimbabwe.  

Animals threatened with extinction, as well as some of the most prized trophy hunted species are 

auctioned off by SCI for tens of thousands of dollars, making it clear that it is predominantly the 

wealthy that engage in this elitist blood sport condemned by the majority of Americans. 

Unfortunately, trophy hunting is becoming more accessible to those with fewer financial 

resources – increasingly, wild animals are bred in captivity for hunting at private ranches. 

SCI offers its members the opportunity to compete with one another to win nearly 50 awards 

such as the “Grand Slam Cats of the World” (requiring a hunter to kill four among the African 

lion, African leopard, African cheetah, wildcat, jaguar, cougar, lynx and other cat species). There 

are similar awards for killing multiples species bears, ringed-horn antelopes of Africa, wild 

sheep of the world, ibex of the world, moose of the world, and many others. The contests include 

everything from killing a certain number of animals on a given continent to using “alternative 

methods,” such as a handgun or bow and arrow. 

 

To secure a place on the list of individuals who’ve attained the African Big Five Grand Slam, 

hunters must kill an elephant, rhino, lion, leopard, and Cape buffalo. Trophy hunters killed and 

imported more than 3,100 of these animals into the United States in 2014 alone, including 741 

lions, 311 leopards, 1,412 Cape buffalo, 671 elephants and 32 rhinos. Think about these numbers 

over a 10-year period, or over a 50-year period, and it’s a staggering body count. The top SCI 

recognition is the World Hunting Award, which requires the hunter to have achieved awards in 

30 lower award categories - requiring a dedicated focus to kill animals of particular types across 

vast portions of the globe. 
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Prominent Americans involved in trophy hunting 

David M. Cote, chairman and CEO of Honeywell International with an annual salary exceeding 

$30 million, and a member of Safari Club International, has traveled the world to acquire animal 

trophies, from the plains of South Africa, to the tundra of far eastern Russia. He’s killed two 

leopards in Zimbabwe – one in 2012 and one in 2014, even though the animals are listed as 

“threatened” with extinction under the U.S. Endangered Species Act. He also killed a white rhino 

in South Africa, which he had made into an ashtray, two vases and an ice bucket.   

According to a notice published by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in the Federal Register, 

in 2012 Cote also applied for a permit (87103A) to import the “sport-hunted trophy of one male 

bontebok culled from a captive herd maintained under the management program of the Republic 

of South Africa.” Cote received permission to import the endangered antelope trophy just a few 

months later. 77 Fed. Reg. 64121 (Oct. 18, 2012); 77 Fed. Reg. 74507 (Dec. 14, 2012).   
 
Cote’s office at Honeywell headquarters in New Jersey is filled with hunting trophies. A  Wall 

Street Journal reporter, profiling Cote in 2012 wrote about Honeywell's Morris Township, N.J., 

headquarters “filled with Boston Red Sox mementos and hunting and fishing trophies.” [Wall 

Street Journal, 12/13/12] 

 

Jimmy John Liautaud has hunted elephants, leopards, rhinos, zebras, lynx and many other 

animals. Photos of his trophy kills were tweeted extensively after Cecil the Lion was killed. One 

photo in particular shows a gloating Liautaud with his thumbs up, alongside the massive body 

of a dead elephant, [Business Insider, 08/04/2015]. The photo created outrage among 

consumers, many of whom vowed to not support his sandwich shops. Liautaud’s outfitter, 

Johan Calitz Safaris, is an SCI member and auctioned off a 10-day hunt in Mozambique at 

SCI’s 2014 convention. 

 

The controversy surrounding Liautaud may have led him alter his behavior. He is quoted in a 

2015 Chicago Tribune article as saying that the photos of him grinning by the bodies of 

threatened animals are 10 years old and that, “I choose to hunt and I choose to fish.” “Everything 

I’ve done has been totally legal.” “I don’t hunt big African game anymore,” he was quoted as 

saying. 

Yet Liautaud’s claim that he doesn’t hunt big African game is suspect. An October 26, 2014 

article on AfricaHunting.com references the Namibia Professional Hunting Association’s trying 

to distance itself from trophy hunting outfitter Thormälen & Cochran Safaris Namibia over a 

hunt for a black rhino bull. The American trophy hunting customer who had hired Thormälen & 

Cochran was Jimmy John Liautaud. The article reads: “However, the hunt that was subsequently 

arranged went horribly wrong when Liautaud, who had paid N$3 million to hunt the endangered 

animal, instead shot a black rhino cow in Mangetti National Park on 28 September last year. The 

cow was the only female black rhino in the park.” 

Thomas J. Hammond of Oakland Township, Michigan, founder of Flagstar Bank, a leading 

mortgage lending company, has killed at least 13 lions, at least 11 elephants, at least five 

leopards and more than 36 Cape buffalo. Hammond has 443 Safari Club International record 

http://www.businessinsider.com/jimmy-johns-ceo-under-fire-for-alleged-hunting-photos-2015-8
http://www.africahunting.com/threads/napha-distances-itself-from-rhino-cow-hunter.17389/
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book entries and boasts that he has killed more European species than “any other hunter in 

history.” He sought a trophy import permit for vulnerable cheetah which he killed in Namibia in 

2008.  

Hammond’s banking business was accused of providing mortgage loans to consumers who could 

not afford them. According to the U.S. Department of Justice, while Hammond was at the helm, 

his bank gave mortgage loans to unqualified borrowers starting in 2002. Hammond resigned 

from the bank in 2009 and, in 2012, Flagstar paid a $133 million settlement related to fraudulent 

mortgage lending practices, according to the Detroit Free Press.  

Hammond wrote a memoir of his killing sprees. In his book he brags that in his lifetime he has 

killed 314 different animal species, including 150 different species of African wildlife. 

SCI convention 

Drawing an estimated 25,000 trophy hunting enthusiasts, the convention resembles a major auto 

show, tech expo or fan convention, but in this case the displays are taxidermy animals such as 

lions, wolves, leopards, bears, elephants, mountain goats and Cape buffalo and what’s for sale 

are guaranteed hunts. On hand to book sales well into 2018: around 500 trophy hunting outfitters 

– companies from all over the world that sell the experience of killing animals for thrill and 

bloodlust. 

The annual convention is a major source of revenue for SCI. According to its financial statement 

for 2014, 62 percent of SCI’s $23.8 million in revenue was generated by that year’s convention 

[SCI Statement of Functional Revenues and Expenses Year Ended June 30, 2014]. At the 2016 

convention these animal auctions produced nearly $2.7 million dollars for the organization, as 

more than 600 animals were auctioned including baboons, bears, bobcats, cougars, leopards, 

coyotes, wolves, wildebeest and zebras, [Online Hunting Auctions website]. Some of the 

destinations for these auctioned “hunting vacations” include the United States, South Africa, 

Canada, New Zealand, Spain, Argentina and Australia. 

The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) and Humane Society International (HSI) 

investigators gained access with a hidden camera. Through conversations with trophy hunting 

outfitters, the investigation offers a rare look into the world of competitive hunting and the mania 

to make money and win hunting-achievement awards.  

Our investigators found that: 

 South Africans who breed lions in captive settings and offer them up for killing had no 

problem gaining access to the convention and offering up hunts.  

 Cruel hunting practices, such as baiting, trapping and hounding (involving the use of 

packs of dogs to chase animals) are used routinely by many outfitters as a way to stack 

the odds in an even more lopsided way in favor of the hunter. Some of the outfitters and 

the captive hunting operators all but guarantee success in what is known in the industry 

as a “no kill, no pay” arrangement. 

 Elephant trophy hunting is promoted despite the devastating elephant poaching crisis; 

South Africa is advertised as one of the few places from which U.S. hunters can kill 

elephants and then find a way to import elephant trophies.  
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 Leopard hunting is promoted even though the animals are threatened with extinction, 

with these killing programs notoriously mismanaged – in what amounts to a sell-off of 

the nations’ big cats.  

 The so-called Africa “Big Five” (African elephant, leopard, lion, rhino and buffalo) 

continues to be promoted as an SCI trophy hunting goal, despite the fact that four of the 

“Big Five” animals are threatened with extinction. 

 Many trophy hunting operators were offering hunts of U.S. native species including 

wolves, grizzly bears, mountain lions, and bobcats.  

Hidden camera conversations document state of trophy hunting in 2016 

Using a hidden camera and speaking with exhibitors at the convention, our investigators captured 

discussions with representatives of outfitters and guides offering hunts for sale. 

Outfitters talked about how the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service listing of the African lion under 

the Endangered Species Act – which resulted from an HSUS and HSI legal petition – impacted 

their industry, and the killing of lions for trophies in general: 

Swanepoel Safaris: “It’s a hell of a loss for us, income-wise, you know, not being able to 

sell to clients. That was our main deal, you know?” 

Coenraad Vermaak Safaris on Cecil’s killing: “So everything in that entire hunt was 

legal. A tag was issued for that lion. Just two unfortunate things:  it was research and it 

had a collar on.” A representative from the same company also said, “Guys that are 

booking lions right now, in Tanzania, and whatever, they’re booking lions on the premise 

that they’ve got properties- other houses- elsewhere outside of the states, they’ve got a 

holiday home here, a holiday home here. So they said that’s fine, you’re gonna come to a 

lion hunt and shoot a lion, but we’re gonna send it to our Mexico house, or our Barbados 

house, or wherever else they live, and wait for it to come around, and then import it.” 

Hallamore Hunts: “The problem with lion, isn’t to get him to eat the bait, he’s gonna eat 

the bait.  Problem is, does he have a nice mane?” 

South Africa is a popular destination for trophy hunters, where fenced canned hunting facilities 

sell captive bred lions for a quick thrill kill. Outfitters discussed South African facilities:  

Swarnpoel Safaris: “It’s a very big industry in South Africa, there was probably 1,000 

lions being shot there, per year, by clients.”  “In South Africa they’re so, so affordable.  

30,000 dollars, you can shoot a hell of a big lion, you know.”  

In a conversation with our investigators, a representative of Garry Kelly Safaris described canned 

lion hunts and SCI’s continued permission for lion breeders to exhibit at the convention: 

GKS: “These guys are breeding up these lions, and they’re putting them in pens and stuff 

like that.  And before you guys come they’ll just release the lion into like a 4,000 acre 

small penned-up area, and you’ll come and hunt it and then go home. We’re totally 

opposed, I don’t know if you’re aware of this - to canned lion shooting.  And a lot of 

these guys [outfitters] do that.”  

Investigator to GKS: “I’m surprised they let them advertise here.”  
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GKS:  “Yeah, SCI has allowed it.”   

Investigator to GKS:  “Why would SCI allow it?” 

GKS: “I don’t know.  It’s just part of it.  These guys that do it are obviously donating 

hunts to SCI, and they’re donating money to SCI.”  “It’s a massive industry in South 

Africa.” 

On the Africa Big Five: 

Swanepoel Safaris: “They’ll only do the buffalo first. That’s sort of on everyone’s to-do 

list. Once you’ve got the first of the big five, then you know it’s leopard, then lion, then 

elephant. And generally at the end, once they’ll shot the four of the five, they have to get 

the rhino, they’ll go and shoot the rhino too.” “Once you’ve completed that, you start it 

again.” 

To ensure a sale, some outfitters say they will guarantee a kill: 

White Lion Safaris: “But the leopard hunting is in the Selous Game Reserve, in Tanzania.  

Last three years we’ve had a 100 percent success rate. Mozambique is very difficult.  I’ve 

got a hunt in Mozambique, I’ve got a concession there but I won’t sell it to you today 

because there’s a chance that you won’t get it. But Tanzania, very good chance that 

you’ll get it. 99.9 percent. I’m not gonna guarantee it, but 99.9 percent.” 

Pro Safaris Africa: “A leopard hunt is probably the only hunt out of all the big 5 that you 

cannot guarantee.  But – elephant, lion, buffalo, all that type of thing, I’ll guarantee.  I’ll 

give you a letter of guarantee that you will get a good shot opportunity.” 

Cougar Mountain Outfitters: “I do have a guaranteed lion package, that a person’s gonna 

kill a lion no matter what . . . it’s eight thousand dollars . . .We’re gonna hunt till we kill a 

lion.”   

On animals killed by inhumane and cruel methods: 

Cougar Mountain Outfitters: “The bear hunts are really exciting, [] what you do is drive 

around with a dog on top, and they actually smell the bear going across, and they go 

crazy. I stop the truck and I watch the dogs and see which way their nose is going, let one 

two three four out and they run like gangbusters and they catch the bear. They tree 

’em…So we try and push ’em up [the tree] a bit and get the dogs tied back and enjoy it.  

And I don’t want a hunter shooting a bear coming down dead weight and falling on one 

of my dogs.” 

 

Pro Safaris Africa: “With hounds your success rate is probably about 100 percent… and 

you tend to shoot a bigger cat with the hounds because you catch a small cat, you pull the 

dogs off and the next day you chase a bigger cat.” 

 

Conclusion 

The global business of trophy hunting is still thriving, but we may see increasing restrictions on 

the killing on the ground and on the trade of these species. In 2014, Botswana banned all trophy 

hunting of wildlife, joining Kenya and Rwanda in imposing these restrictions. Also in 2014, the 
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United States restricted imports of sport-hunted elephant trophies from Tanzania and Zimbabwe, 

while China has pledged to stop all imports of elephant trophies into the country.  

In 2015, the United States listed African lions as threatened or endangered across their range 

under the Endangered Species Act, an action that should slow down trophy imports into the U.S. 

to a trickle Australia, France and the Netherlands have complete banned the import of lion 

trophies. In the wake of the killing of Cecil, 45 major airlines have stopped shipping trophies of 

African lions and the other Africa Big Five animals. The African Hunting Exposition in Canada 

cancelled its 2015 events after some hotels refused to host their gathering.  

International trophy hunting in the years ahead will be a one of the biggest flashpoints in the 

domain of animal protection. In a world where animals face immense threats from a growing 

human footprint, large, wide-ranging mammals are at particular risk. One of the quickest and 

best things we can do is to restrict the intentional killing of these animals, especially when the 

purposes for the killing are so gratuitous and so obviously driven by the most wicked of 

intentions.  

 


